Introduction:
The power of social interaction and touch is undisputed across the animal kingdom. To evaluate neuro-correlates of social behavior, recent studies have focused both on systems level human work (Funane et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2017; Montague et al., 2002) to mechanistic studies within animal models . Mechanistic studies on interactions between rodents indicate a fundamental role of the rodent vibrissal system in transmitting social signals (Bobrov et al., 2014; Ebbesen et al., 2017; Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . Mice use their highly sensitive vibrissae (whiskers) to locate objects (O'Connor et al., 2010) , discriminate textures (J. L. , and interact with other mice (Brecht and Freiwald, 2012; Grant and Mackintosh, 1963) . Whiskers can be subdivided into two types; the micro and macrovibrissae (Deschênes et al., 2012) . The longer macrovibrissae are closely linked with sniffing and are swept forward (protracted) to provide tactile feedback (Deschênes et al., 2012 ) during face to face social interactions (Ebbesen et al., 2017) .
Mice, like other rodents, display a multitude of social behaviors, most of which can be classified into four categories: attending, approaching, investigating and nosing (Grant and Mackintosh, 1963) . Recently, head-fixed rats have been used to elucidate a cortical signature of facial social interaction using electrophysiological read-out with micro/nanostimulation and pharmacological interventions (Bobrov et al., 2014; Ebbesen et al., 2017; Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . Rat social touch was associated with large membrane potential changes and depolarizations that were locked to the rat's whisking (Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . While these studies were elegant, they were restricted to barrel cortex electrophysiological recordings. Mice engage in a similar behavior wherein close proximity to another mouse triggers directed vibrissae movement (Grant and Mackintosh, 1963) . However, in mice the cortical activated signature of this behavior remains unknown. While considerable work has been done in both human (Funane et al., 2011; Montague et al., 2002 ) and animal models regarding imaging or photometric studies of between brain interactions, correlations between subjects over relatively high sampling rates and large expanses of cortex have not been established. We present a new paradigm where staged interactions between mice occur during simultaneous multi-subject cortical functional imaging using GCaMP to resolve cortical networks at the mesoscale level of organization (Allen et al., 2017; Gilad et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2016b; Murphy et al., 2016; Stringer et al., 2018; Vanni and Murphy, 2014; Zhuang et al., 2017) . We find that face to face interactions between mice synchronize cortical activity over wide-scales and this phenomenon is not limited to regions primarily processing whisker touch-dependent signals.
Methods Animals
All procedures were approved by the University of British Columbia Animal Care Committee and conformed to the Canadian Council on Animal Care and Use guidelines and reported according to the ARRIVE guidelines. Transgenic GCaMP6 mice C57BL/6J-Tg(Thy1-GCaMP6s)GP4.3Dkim/J (Dana et al., 2014) or tetO-GCaMP6s x CAMK tTA (Wekselblatt et al., 2016) were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. The Thy1-GCaMP6 mouse line expresses GCaMP6s in layers 2/3 of the cortex, and the Thy1 promoter leads to expression predominantly in excitatory neurons (Dana et al., 2014) . We used three cages of adult male mice (all greater than 60 days of age): one cage of four litter-mates, another cage of two litter-mates (both Thy1-GCAMP6), and a third cage of 2 pooled males ( tetO-GCaMP6s x CAMK tTA) ; however, only three mice from the cage of four were usable because one of the chronic windows was of poor quality for imaging.
Chronic Window Surgery
Chronic windows were implanted on male mice that were at least 8 weeks old, as previously described in . Briefly, we remove the fur and skin from the dorsal area of the head exposing the skull and fix a custom-cut coverslip and attachment bar (Figure 1 ). The area exposed includes the entire two dorsal brain hemispheres and the temporalis muscle at the back of the cranium ( Figure 1A ,B). Using super glue, a titanium bar ( Figure 1D ), which is used during head fixing, is attached to the posterior part of the skull with the top edge of the bar resting above lambda and is then reinforced with clear dental cement (Metabond). To attach the bar the skull is cleaned with phosphate buffered saline solution and a small drop of very diluted dental cement is added. We overlay a custom cut coverslip on top of the skull, gluing it with the dental cement, with the edges of the window then reinforced with a thicker mix of the dental cement ( Figure 1A ,C) similar to the procedure of . The mice are then allowed to recover for at least seven days prior to any imaging.
Social Touch Experiments
Our goal was to have mice engage in a social touch like interaction, a behavior that was similar to the one previous rat experiments have developed (Bobrov et al., 2014; Ebbesen et al., 2017; Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . However, our aim was to image the entire dorsal surface of the cortices of both of the interacting mice simultaneously and not require investigator handling during the social presentation. To achieve this goal we built two Raspberry Pi-based imaging rigs that were placed facing each other, and henceforth we refer to the mouse on the left rig as the left mouse and the mouse on the right rig as the right mouse. The right mouse's rig was placed on top of a (translatable) rail (Edmunds Optics # 56-798 ) so we could vary the distance between the snouts of the mice while continuously imaging both animals ( Figure 1E ). The distance between the snouts of the mice was changed between a maximum of 160mm (no social touch), to a minimum of 6-12mm (social touch possible) ( Figure 1A ). By bringing the mice to 6-12mm between each other (while imaging), the mice would engage in a social touch like behavior, in a similar fashion Brecht 2015 using rats (Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . This procedure resulted in two types of experiments: 1) together experiments and 2) separate experiments.
Mice Together Experiments
In this type of experiment, we imaged the brain activity of each mouse for five min and 50 s. The mice started at distance of 160mm, and they stayed at this point for 90 s. At the 90 s mark we began decreasing the distance between the mice at a rate of ~9mm/s, by the 105 s mark the distance between the mice was 6-12mm. The mice were then kept at this distance for 135 s and at 240 s the distance between the mice was increased at a rate of ~9mm/s. By the 255 s the snouts of the mice were back at the initial 160mm.
The distance remained at 160mm until the end of the experiment at the 5:50 min mark. A third camera, equipped with infrared lights, was positioned to record the behavioral activity of each mouse while they were together .
Mice Separate Experiments
In this type of experiment, we imaged the mice for 5:50 min/s. The difference between the together experiments and the separate experiments is that in the separate experiments the distance was never changed. So the mice were imaged at a constant distance of 160mm for the entire 5:50 min/s duration of the experiment. For this type of experiment the behavioral camera only had a view of the left mouse throughout the imaging session.
Sequence of Experiments
Each pair of mice was subjected to both types of experiments in the same session. For example, a pair of mice would be head-fixed and we would begin with the separate experiment first and then after that experiment is over we immediately start the together experiment, on one occasion the two types of experiments were performed on separate days for a pair of mice. The order of separate vs together experiments would be chosen at random to avoid having some order dependent effect. If a mouse was to be head-fixed again for another pair we would give that mouse a half an hour break before head-fixing the mouse again, this was done to avoid any effect of being head-fixed for long periods of time.
Image Acquisition

Mesoscale GCaMP Imaging
GCaMP activity in the left and right mice was imaged using Raspberry Pi Cameras (OV5647 CMOS chip) equipped with a triple-bandpass filter (Chroma 69013m). The lens on the camera has a focal length of 3.6mm and was focused at a height that gave a field of view of 8mm x 8mm leading to a pixel size of 31.25 microns. RAW RGB (24-bit 256x256 resolution) images of GCaMP activity were captured at a frame rate of 28.815Hz, using a custom-written Python software on the Raspberry Pi single board
computer. An additional Raspberry Pi Camera, the NOIR version (infrared filter not present) was placed between the mice to record their behavior (see next paragraph for details). The three cameras (2 brain and 1 behavior) were arranged in a master-slave mode, wherein one camera (master) was used to start the acquisition of the other two cameras (slaves). Each cortex was illuminated using 2 light emitting diodes (LEDs) simultaneously (launched into a liquid light guide), where one light source (short blue, 447 nm with Thorlabs FB 440-10 nm band pass filter) provides information about the hemodynamic changes during the experiment (Xiao et al., 2017) , and the other light source (long blue, 473 nm with Chroma 480/30 nm) excites GCaMP. The excitation lights were turned on and off simultaneously using a master transistor-transistor logic output from an isolated pulse stimulator (AM-Systems) which was manually triggered immediately after the start of each experiment. This sudden change in illumination was used during post-hoc analysis to synchronize frames on each brain imaging and behavioral camera.
Behavior Imaging
The experimental setup was illuminated with two infrared (850 nm) LEDs, which allowed for the recording of behavioral activity without affecting the GCaMP imaging. Behavioral video was captured using the same OV5647 CMOS chip but, with an infrared version of the camera. H.264 encoded video was captured at a framerate of 90Hz with a resolution of 320x180 pixels. The camera was positioned such that both mice were clearly visible during together experiments while the right mouse was presented to the left mouse. At the beginning and end of the together experiments where the mice were separated, the field of view included only the left mouse.
Image Processing Mesoscale GCaMP Imaging
The two RAW RGB 24-bit videos of calcium activity for each mouse were imported using the numpy Python library on a Jupyter Notebook (Kluyver et al., 2016) . We extract the green and blue channel, which contain the green GCaMP6s fluorescence and the blood volume reflectance signals, respectively.
With the current recording setup, the Raspberry Pi cameras occasionally drop frames as a result of writing the data to the disk. However, we quantified the exact number and location of dropped frames by tagging each frame with a timestamp, and found that the system generally dropped <0.01% of frames. Given the small number of dropped frames, and the relatively slow kinetics of GCaMP6s (T.-W. , the lost data was estimated by interpolating the signal from each pixel.
The baseline image, or the mean across time for the entire recording, was subtracted from each individual frame (ΔF). This difference was then divided by the baseline, yielding the fractional change in intensity for each pixel as a function of time (ΔF/F 0 ). The ΔF/F 0 signal was then temporally filtered using a 3rd
order Chebyshev Type I bandpass filter with a low frequency cut-off of 0.01Hz and a high frequency cut-off of 12.0Hz, as most of the information of GCaMP6s can be captured in this band (Vanni and Murphy, 2014) .
Mesoscale Reflectance Imaging
GCaMP green epifluorescence and long blue excitation light are both absorbed to a different degree, depending on the proportion of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in that area of the brain (Ma et al., 2016a ) (Wekselblatt et al., 2016) . Therefore, the readout epifluorescence signal will be influenced by hemodynamic activity. For example, neural activity elicits localized increases in blood flow within the surrounding tissue, resulting in increased absorbance of light at both epifluorescence (520 nm) and excitation (473 nm) wavelengths. We try to estimate the contribution of these hemodynamic variations by also imaging with a short blue reflectance light channel. We chose the peak wavelength of 440 nm because it is close to an isobestic point, where the difference in absorbance by oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated hemoglobin are negligible. Additionally, this wavelength falls within the blue band of the RGB camera sensor, allowing for simultaneous acquisition of fluorescence and reflectance data. Note the 440 nm reflectance light used for reference imaging is relatively dim (compared to 473 nm excitation) and does not contribute to green epifluorescence signal measured in the green channel of the RGB sensor using the 480/30 nm filter. To decrease the contribution of the hemodynamics to the epi-fluorescence signal we used a method that has been described in a previous paper from our laboratory (Xiao et al., 2017) . In this previous work (Xiao et al., 2017) we validate the method by showing that the short blue reflected light signal correlates well with a green reflected light signal commonly used in a similar corrective strategy (Wekselblatt et al., 2016) . Briefly, we divide the ΔF/F 0GCaMP (fluorescence) by 1+ΔF/F 0Blue (1 + reflectance). In this way, small changes (near 0) in the blue reflectance signal do not influence the epifluorescence signal. This works well enough due to the fact that the hemodynamic changes are relatively small compared to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of signal of GCaMP6 (Dana et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2016a ) . While we acknowledge that a multi-wavelength and green reflectance strobing and model-based correction may be advantageous (Dana et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2016a) , certain technical aspects of the Raspberry Pi camera (which is needed to perform this experiment due to its small form factor) such as its rolling shutter and inability to read its frame exposure clock prevent this method from being implemented.
Behavior Video
The behavior video was imported using the OpenCV library for Computer Vision, the videos were then decoded and saved as RAW 8-bit grayscale video files using the Numpy Python library. Finally, using the same method as described in the previous section, we removed the dark frames (prior to infrared illumination). We capture behavior video at a resolution of 320x180 pixels at 90Hz (higher time resolution to potentially track whisking) and we find that we do not drop any frames. Since the calcium imaging and behavior video have different sampling rates we use the behavioral video frames closest to the GCaMP signal in time. At the end, the synchronization of the three videos were verified by computing the total capture time in all three cameras and ensuring that they are within one calcium imaging frame time (34.7ms).
Gradient Triggered Maps
Gradient triggered maps (GTMs) were created by first selecting a region of interest (ROI) in the behavior video where luminance changes were due to a gross changes in mouse posture, whisking or paw movements. We compute the mean luminance across pixels within the ROI and then we calculate its gradient across time ( Figure 2D ). This results in a vector where large values correspond to points in time where the behavior (movement) was occurring. We then smooth the temporal gradient of the mean luminance by convolving the signal with a gaussian ( =20). A threshold was then established on the smoothed temporal gradient at the mean + 3 standard deviations ( Figure 2D , red line). Using this threshold, the calcium imaging frames corresponding to the threshold exceeding times were extracted, and the mean across space of the selected images was computed (Figure 2 C) . This ultimately results in a brain activity map that corresponds to gross behavior. For instance, an ROI placed across the whiskers of the mice will produce a gradient in which threshold crossing events indicate times where the mice were whisking (Figure 2A -E).
Whisker Stimulation
To verify the results of the whisker triggered GTMs we anaesthetized a mouse and stimulated two sets of whiskers, the macrovibrissae and the microvibrissae (Deschênes et al., 2012) . The stimulation protocol consisted of 49 stimuli presented every 10 seconds, where each stimulus consisted of a one second 12 Hz sine wave, delivered with a piezoelectric vibration transducer. We then computed the ΔF/F 0 for each of these extracted epochs and averaged them together across time. A similar ΔF/F 0 was calculated for the shorter blue reflected light channel and was used to correct for hemodynamic signal as described earlier.
This results in an average response activity video for each of the stimulation protocols. Finally, we calculated the area of peak response for the two videos and compared them.
Global Signal Analysis
We imported the two processed imaging video files into a Jupyter Notebook. Then we calculated the global signals of both mouse brain videos, which refers to an average signal of all the pixels that are we wanted to capture a large portion of the interaction as we shifted the window.
Results
The Setup and Cross Mouse Synchronization
We have developed software and hardware which enables simultaneous acquisition of cortical functional activity (changes in intracellular calcium concentration) from two interacting GCaMP mice. The system employs relatively compact Raspberry Pi CMOS cameras allowing the two mice to be positioned within 6mm of each other ( Figure 1A) . The experiments were conducted by imaging mice under two conditions that were defined as together or separate. During together experiments we initially calculated regional functional connectivity using a seed based analysis using zero-lag Pearson correlation (Mohajerani et al., 2013) . This procedure allowed us to examine within mouse (Supplementary Figure 1) and between mouse correlations within cortical activity ( Figure 1F ,G). For example, by seeding a site in one mouse we could detect correlation within networks of the other mouse. Areas which showed high levels of correlation, between mice included barrel cortex, as well as limb areas. These correlations were significantly higher than those reported for mice which were kept separated ( Figure 1G ).
Gradient Triggered Maps Reveal Mutual Whisking Behavior
Using the two mouse imaging paradigm, we observed mutual whisking when mice would first contact each other (see Figure 2A -E) which resembles the social touch behavior previously shown in rats (Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . To examine the relationship between mutual whisking and calcium activity, we used a gradient-triggered behavioral mapping method which examined a position in space where whiskers of the two mice would first touch (Figure 2A ), then we locate the points in time where this region of space has large luminance changes, in this case the luminance changes would correspond to mice whisking. Then we find the corresponding calcium activity frames and average them, creating a map of the calcium activity that is associated with the luminance changes in the behavior video. We created a mask around the the maximally activated brain area in the averaged map and extracted the top 75% values in that mask for the originally selected calcium frames. Effectively we measured the magnitude of the cortical calcium activity changes associated with the whisking behavior. This method indicated a significant change in the GCaMP signal within the posterior barrel cortex ( Figure 2C ,E). We find that the area that is activated during this social touch like behavior corresponds to the macrovibrissae area of the mice (Supplementary Figure 2A,B) and not the microvibrissae area (Supplementary Figure 2C,D) .
We performed the same type of mapping and magnitude of activity extraction to show that the cortical activity that emerges from mutual mouse whisking is different than activity from a lonely mouse (left mouse) whisking (obtained from the separate experiments; Fig. 2F ). Additionally since we were still recording the brain activity from the right mouse in the separate experiments we are able to show that triggering from the behavior of the left mouse results in no significant calcium dynamics for the right mouse (the two mice could not interact) ( Figure 2F ). We find that this difference is significant across the together and separate experiments ( Figure 2F ).
Whisker Stimulation Reveals Similar Spatial Maps as the GTMs
To further evaluate whisker-triggered activity and its relationship to GTMs we mapped the whisker somatosensory cortex using a piezo translator to move whiskers in anaesthetized mice (Supplementary Figure 2) . This mapping consistent with previous studies (Supplementary Figure 2) , indicated that the longer macrovibrissae whiskers which make contact first and have a spatial profile most similar to the gradient-triggered maps (data not shown). While stimulating shorter microvibrissae whiskers led to a map located in more anterior cortical areas (Supplementary Figure 2b) as expected from previously reported functional anatomy for rodent barrel cortex.
Global Cortical Signals Synchronized at 0.01-0.1Hz Frequency Band
While evaluating gradient-triggered maps, as well as regional correlations across mice, we noticed significant correlated/coincident activity within non-whisker areas. To better evaluate brain-wide activity, we calculated global signal changes across the entire masked region of the two cortical hemispheres, see Figure 3A for a representative mouse pair example of correlated global signals. To quantify the timing at which the global signals are correlated we employed sliding window correlation and we evaluated whether the syncing of global signals occurs at specific frequency bands. When correlating the global signals of the mice across different frequency bands we find dynamic correlation specifically within the 0.01-0.1Hz band for the together experiments that starts when the mice are brought together almost until they are separated ( Figure 3B ). This correlation was not present for the separated experiments, and this difference was significant ( Figure 3C ) under the Wilcoxon rank-sum test beginning at time points when the mice are together. This non-parametric statistical hypothesis test compares two samples and assesses whether their population means are different. In our case we tested whether pairs of correlations coming from either the separate or together experiments differed at specific time-points of the experiment by sliding the test across timepoints for both groups of mice. We took each of the sample pairs, containing 14 correlation coefficients (7 separate 7 together) and ran the test, then we moved to the next time point of the windowed correlation and re-ran the test. The population means are not significantly different at the beginning of the experiment, which is understandable since the mice are not able to interact. As the mice are brought together the difference between the means becomes significant, however the significant difference disappears before the mice are fully separated suggesting synchronization of the global signals is transient ( Figure 3C ).
Global Signal Synchronization Not Explained by Hemodynamics
It could be possible that the synchronization between the global signals of the two mice is in part due hemodynamic changes that indirectly affect GCaMP6 fluorescence (despite the corrections we perform, see Methods). To answer this question we performed the same type of experiments on a Thy1-GFP mice line (Feng et al., 2000) . The fluorescence changes observed in this line would not reflect intracellular calcium changes in neurons, but instead would reflect hemodynamic changes (Ma et al., 2016b) . We find that there is no correlation between simultaneously imaged GFP mice at all frequency bands for both separate and together experiments, as tested by the same test as the GCaMP experiments (Supplementary Figure 3 , compare with Figure 3C ). These experiments imply that the global signal synchronization we observe in the GCaMP6s mice is inconsistent with a hemodynamic artifact. (Deschênes et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2000) . Additionally, these experiments show that the brain-wide correlations cannot be explained by external factors such as contamination of the illumination or some other hardware related factor and instead the observed correlations are indeed calcium activity changes in the two mice.
Discussion
The ability to image large expanses of the cortex while two mice interact is novel. Previous studies have examined interacting rats while acquiring electrophysiological data from cortical areas such as the barrel cortex (Bobrov et al., 2014; Ebbesen et al., 2017; Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) , or have used photometry to examine subcortical structures . Recordings from the amygdala (Allsop et al., 2018) or hypothalamus (Füzesi et al., 2016) in the context of mesoscale cortical imaging may be informative as interacting mice perceive each other. While we assume these are social interactions, there is the possibility that fear, as well as novelty may be expressed during the mouse to mouse presentations.
While these previous studies were critical for motivating our work, defining large scale interbrain synchrony was not necessarily the goal of these animal paradigms. Electrophysiological recordings (Bobrov et al., 2014; Ebbesen et al., 2017; Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) , although fast temporally have limited spatial resolution (Scanziani and Häusser, 2009 ) and were confined to one animal limiting evaluation of inter-animal synchrony. Modulating the distance between the mice using the rail system constrains the social interaction and will allow trial averaging and future phenotyping of mouse lines to address questions regarding the genetics of social interaction in a more consistent way. Previous studies had investigators handle animals to bring them close to another rat, which may introduce some confounding factors or variability (Lenschow and Brecht, 2015) . Thus, by placing the entire imaging setup inside a noise reduction box and being able to change the inter-mouse distance remotely, we were able diminish additional external confounding factors creating more standardized encounters between the two mice. A strength of this dual imaging system is the small form factor of the Raspberry Pi imaging cameras. Previously, we have employed the Dalsa 1M60 camera for our mesoscopic experiments (Harrison et al., 2009) , however, this camera would not have been suitable for dual mouse imaging because of its large form factor, the camera body itself is 94x94x45mm. Placing two of these cameras next to each other would not allow the mice to come close enough for whiskers to touch. Larger cameras could employ optical relays so their physical dimensions would not be limiting.
Our results indicate surprisingly widespread synchronization of cortical activity between mice. While synchrony is clear within the current set of experiments, it was not possible to understand what the global signal synchronization means or whether it is causally related to social interaction behaviors. It is unclear whether there is an overt behavior that correlates with the synchronization at 0.1-1 Hz (Chan et al., 2015; He et al., 2018; Mateo et al., 2017; Mitra et al., 2018; Okun et al., 2018; Winder et al., 2017) , or if this reflects the ebb and flow of the whisking behavior and spread of signal out of the barrel cortex as has been observed previously (Ferezou et al., 2007; Jacobs and Frostig, 2017; Mohajerani et al., 2013) . Our setup necessitates that the mice be head-restrained in order for them to be imaged and positioned properly.
In a previous study head-fixation was found to be aversive, but with training and habituation stress recedes and rodents can even be trained to restrain themselves (Aoki et al., 2017; Murphy et al., 2016; Scott et al., 2013) . For this reason we present the results as an interaction that occurs in the context of head-fixation and caution that the observed brain dynamics may not be entirely reflective of true natural social touch behavior.
The power of mesoscale imaging in the context of social interactions is largely unexplored. For instance, we could employ more advanced computational methodology to analyze high-dimensional brain data and tease out the behavior that is associated with the global signal synchrony (Musall et al., 2018; Stringer et al., 2018) . In these studies they used linear and latent factor models to discover that most of the variance in brain activity can be explained by mouse body movements and changes in pupil diameter. To further explore activity associated with this behavior the possibility of combining mesoscopic imaging with electrophysiology exists. In a similar way as a technique previously published by our laboratory (Xiao et al., 2017) , in which the mice underwent cortical mesoscale imaging while signals from subcortical or cortical electrodes were recorded. Based on discrete subcortical spiking, spike triggered average cortical maps were created. Previous research has shown that activation of the dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area that project to the nucleus accumbens causally modulates social behavior in mice . Therefore, a follow-up experiment would be to optogenetically stimulate the same population of cells and observe if the global brain signal synchrony still manifests with this social touch paradigm. Another follow-up experiment would be to allow imaging other types of behaviors, for example imaging the sniffing of the anogenital region which is a behavior associated with mating (Grant and Mackintosh, 1963) , thus exploring whether or not there are any sex differences and not just imaging male-male interactions. Finally, exploring whether any differences exist with this social touch paradigm across different mouse strains would be very useful for understanding social disorders.
For example comparing mice that exhibit autistic-like phenotypes such as the Shank3 or ProSAP1/Shank2 mutant mice (Peça et al., 2011; Schmeisser et al., 2012 ) .
While we have employed GCAMP6 imaging of genetically targeted indicators of intracellular calcium, the dual mouse imaging paradigm may be an ideal place to examine lower frequency events that are revealed using fNIRs or intrinsic optical signals ( Montague et al., 2002 ; Funane et al., 2011 ; Yücel et al., 2017 ; Liu et al., 2017) . Although restricted to cortical signals, the non-invasive nature of activity measurements based on differential light absorbance (Strangman et al., 2002) which correlate with fMRI signals are a significant advantage for human studies. Given these signals are of lower temporal resolution than GCAMP6, they are well positioned to sample transients below 0.1 Hz. The use of fNIRs in animals may aid the development of human brain imaging sequences and analysis routines that leverage inter-subject interactions.
Overall we suggest that the power of the dual mouse mesoscale imaging platform will be in creating a reproducible interaction between mice that may constrain some of the possible behaviors and timing due to staging we impose through the rail-based system. Such constraint may be particularly important when evaluating the behavior of different mouse mutants associated with disorder of social interactions. lPTA lateral parietal association area; V1 primary visual area; M1, primary motor area; and Un, unassigned multimodal region .
G) The same procedure was was performed on the separate experiments, taking the same time points as above (135s), however the mice were never brought to within interacting distance. Calcium signals from the same 11 brain areas were correlated between the two mice. 
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